ABSTRACT Dynamic taxi sharing is an effective approach to reducing travel cost and conserving energy resources. Existing taxi sharing frameworks fail to consider personal preferences of passengers on taxisharing and unable to group them with compatible preferences for generating the optimal sharing schedule. In this paper, we propose a novel taxi-sharing framework called R-Sharing to provide a personalized rendezvous-sharing service. It enables passengers to set their preferences on four essential sharing experience, i.e., walking distance, waiting time, travel fare, and extra travel time. Given a sharing request, R-Sharing searches the optimal set of nearby companions with compatible personal preferences and similar destination directions, recommends a rendezvous point for them to meet, and plans the shortest sharing route, such that these passengers' probability of accepting the sharing schedule is maximized. Specifically, a companion candidate searching algorithm is proposed for searching nearby potential candidates to sharing a taxi for the request. To select the optimal subset of candidates and generate their optimal sharing schedule, we propose an exact taxi-sharing scheduling algorithm, in which, the rendezvous point is set by considering passengers' personal preference on walking distance and road network factors, and the shortest sharing route is planned by dynamic programming. Further, a heuristic sharing scheduling algorithm is developed to improve the efficiency. Extensive experiments are conducted using a one-month taxi trajectory data set collected in Nanjing, China. Experimental results show that R-Sharing is not only effective in terms of achieving better sharing ratio and reduced total travel distance, but also provides superior sharing experiences.
I. INTRODUCTION
Dynamic taxi sharing has become a popular transport alternative in cities across the world. Such location-based services respond and satisfy passengers' real-time sharing requests by scheduling sharing rides with others going in similar directions. They have become an effective approach to reducing energy consumptions while preserving the benefits of individuals. Let's consider a simplified example: if three nearby individual passengers who plan to take taxis to the downtown area can share the same taxi, they can save twothird travel fare and waiting time for three separate taxis; and more importantly, it can also reduce gas or electricity consumption.
Most existing dynamic taxi sharing services [1] - [4] usually respond a passenger's sharing request by dispatching a taxi that is not fully occupied to pick up the passenger within a certain time period, with the objective of minimizing the overall travel distance or travel time. However, they have two weaknesses.
• Passengers have different preferences on taxi-sharing.
For example, some may prefer saving more money by sharing a taxi with more companions while some may prefer less extra travel time by sharing a taxi with fewer companions. Existing systems fail to take personal preferences of passengers into consideration in planning sharing schedules.
• They also fail to provide the optimal sharing schedule as they usually dispatch a taxi that is not fully occupied to an en-route sharing request. Given a new request, they can only provide a sub-optimal sharing schedule bounded by the current locations and traveling directions of taxis and the destinations of passengers already on board. Nevertheless, a sharing schedule could be changed or even degraded when a taxi needs to pick up a new passenger en route. For instance, the so-called shortest travel time or route could be changed during a ride. Moreover, the on-board passengers may have extended and unpredictable travel distance and time.
To this end, we are motivated to propose a new taxi sharing framework, called R-Sharing, which provides a taxisharing service from the perspective of passengers. Specifically, given a taxi-sharing request, R-Sharing searches the optimal set of nearby companions with compatible personal preferences and similar destination directions, recommends a rendezvous point which is easy to get a vacant taxi and requires short walking distance for them to meet, and plans the shortest sharing route, such that these passengers' probability of accepting the sharing schedule is maximized.
R-Sharing significantly differs from existing dynamic taxi sharing systems by providing new sharing services with two major unique features. (1) R-Sharing enables passengers to set their preferences on four essential sharing experience, namely, (i) walking distance, (ii) waiting time for a taxi, (iii) travel fare, and (iv) extra travel time, which will be considered in searching companions and planning sharing schedules. (2) R-Sharing groups companions with compatible personal preferences to provide the optimal sharing schedule consisting of the shortest route before getting on a taxi. The passengers will be delivered based on the prearranged sharing schedule, and they will not encounter any unexpected en-route sharing request during their trips. Thus the service quality, especially the expected arrival time at the destination of each passenger, can be guaranteed. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to provide a taxi-sharing service that gives passengers the initiative of setting their personal sharing preferences, groups passengers with compatible preferences and generates their optimal sharing schedule.
In general, the main contributions of this work can be summarized as follows.
• We propose a novel dynamic taxi sharing system called R-Sharing with a rendezvous-sharing strategy. R-Sharing searches the optimal nearby companions for a sharing request, recommends the optimal rendezvous point, and plans their shortest sharing route based on their personal preferences, such that their probability of accepting the sharing schedule is maximized.
• A companion candidate searching algorithm is proposed for finding candidates who are likely to satisfy a taxisharing request.
• An exact taxi-sharing scheduling algorithm is developed to generate the optimal sharing schedule (comprising of the optimal set of companions, the optimal rendezvous point and the shortest sharing route) for a sharing request, such that the sharing probability is maximized. To improve the efficiency, a heuristic sharing scheduling algorithm is also proposed for generating the optimal sharing scheduling.
• Extensive experiments are conducted based on onemonth taxi trajectories collected in Nanjing, China. Experimental results show that R-Sharing achieves higher sharing ratio, longer reduced travel distance, lower average searching and scheduling time compared with other methods, and provides superior sharing experiences with short walking distance, waiting time, extra travel time and low travel fare. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the related work. Section III presents the framework of R-Sharing and defines the rendezvous-sharing problem. Section IV describes the companion candidate searching algorithm. Section V elaborates the exact and heuristic sharing scheduling algorithms. The experiment settings are presented in Section VI and experimental results are analyzed in Section VII. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section VIII.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we present background knowledge and the state-of-the-art techniques on dynamic ride sharing systems.
A. EXISTING DYNAMIC RIDE SHARING SYSTEMS
Dynamic ride sharing systems, such as Uber, 1 Lyft 2 and Didi Chuxing, 3 have become popular transport alternatives in cities across the world. These systems offer real time platforms to both private car owners and the passengers for sharing rides in similar directions. They usually dispatch a taxi (or a private car) that is not fully occupied to a ride request, and schedule specified pick-up and drop-off locations and time sequences for the sharing ride, with the objective of finding the best match between the drivers and passengers. These sharing services, however, only provide sub-optimal sharing schedule due to the unpredictable en-route sharing requests. The on-board passengers may encounter unexpected en-route sharing requests and thus could suffer unpleasant sharing experience with extended travel time during their trips.
By contrast, another type of taxi-sharing systems, such as Bandwagon, 4 also spring up. These systems are designed to shrink taxi lines by instantly matching the passengers waiting in line with similar directions and letting them share rides.
The optimal groups of companions can be easily found from the waiting line. However, these systems can only be used at taxi stands where passengers should line up waiting for taxis.
B. DYNAMIC RIDE SHARING TECHNIQUES
Existing works usually formulate the dynamic taxisharing as the dynamic pick-up and delivery problem (DPDP) [5] or dial-a-ride problem (DARP) [6] - [8] , with the objective of minimizing overall travel distances, or maximizing the number of ride-matches or benefits for both passengers and drivers. Several factors, including waiting time, travel fare, and detour distance, have been considered as the constraints.
Since the traditional solutions [9] - [12] to DPDP and DARP are not designed to deal with the modern situations where millions of ride requests are generated on the fly, many heuristic algorithms [4] , [13] - [16] have been developed for fast matching drivers and passengers and scheduling sharing routes efficiently. For example, Ma et al. [7] , [8] proposed a taxi-sharing system that schedules proper taxis to pick up real-time sharing requests under time, capacity and monetary constraints. The taxis on road network are searched using an efficient spatio-temporal indexing structure. Ota et al. [17] proposed a data-driven and scalable dynamic taxi sharing framework with an efficient optimization algorithm that is linear in the number of trips. Huang et al. [18] developed kinetic tree algorithms to schedule the dynamic enroute requests and adjust routes on-the-fly. Pelzer et al. [19] designed a dynamic ride sharing framework, in which a partition-based match making algorithm is developed to detect passengers with similar directions. The above algorithms mainly focus on fast matching between drivers and passengers and efficiently scheduling sharing rides. However, they fail to consider the personal preferences of passengers and unable to group them for sharing a taxi with the optimal sharing schedule.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that matches passengers with similar directions and schedules their sharing rides from the perspective of passengers. The service quality can be guaranteed because the passengers will be grouped with compatible preferences and recommended with a nearby rendezvous point which is easy to get a taxi. They will be delivered based on the prearranged sharing schedule and will not encounter any unexpected en-route sharing request during their trips.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, we first present the framework of R-Sharing, describe the sharing probability model and the pricing strategy, and then formulate the rendezvous sharing problem. Table 1 shows all notations used throughout this paper.
A. FRAMEWORK OF R-SHARING
We first present the three key concepts in R-Sharing, i.e., sharing request q, request queue Q and sharing schedule φ, and then describe the framework and workflow of R-Sharing. 
1) SHARING REQUEST
A request q is a passenger's request for finding taxisharing companions. Each q is associated with six attributes:
where T q is the timestamp of the request time, O q is the origin location, D q is the destination location and τ q is the maximum waiting time for finding companions. q = δ walk , δ wait , δ fare , δ extraT and W q = w walk , w wait , w fare , w extraT are the sets of user-specified thresholds and weights indicating passengers' personal preference regarding to the following four factors: (1) walking distance to the rendezvous point (δ walk and w walk ), (2) waiting time for a vacant taxi at the rendezvous point (δ wait and w wait ), (3) the ratio of the travel fare by taxi-sharing to the original travel fare without taxi-sharing (δ fare and w fare ), and (4) the ratio of the extra travel time caused by taxi-sharing to the original travel time without taxi-sharing (δ extraT and w extraT ). Specifically, each threshold is the maximum value of each factor a passenger can accept, e.g., δ walk is the maximum walking distance and δ fare is the maximum fare ratio. Each preference weight indicates the importance of each factor to this passenger. The value of each weight ranges from 0 to 1, and the sum of the four weights equals to 1.
2) REQUEST QUEUE
A request queue Q is a list of requests that have not had any companions to share taxis yet. If a new request cannot find any companions from the existing Q, it is inserted into Q. A request q ∈ Q is removed from Q if (1) q can share a taxi with a new request, or (2) its waiting time for finding companions exceeds τ q .
3) SHARING SCHEDULE
A sharing schedule φ comprises of a rendezvous point R for all passengers sharing a taxi, and a sequence of their destination locations, i.e., indicating their order to be delivered. Note that the number of passengers should not exceed the taxi capacity. For the sake of clear exposition, each query here only represents one passenger, and the taxi capacity is set to four, (i.e., k ≤ 4). Nevertheless, our approach can be applied to a request with multiple passengers.
4) FRAMEWORK AND WORKFLOW
The framework of R-Sharing is illustrated in Fig. 1 . R-Sharing takes a passenger's sharing request q as an input and generates the optimal sharing schedule φ with a companion candidate searching algorithm and a sharing scheduling algorithm. Specifically, R-Sharing processes a sharing request by five steps:
1. A passenger submits a sharing request q to R-Sharing. 2. The companion candidate searching algorithm first searches companion candidates that are likely to satisfy q from the request queue Q. 3. The sharing scheduling algorithm generates the optimal schedule φ with the companions selected from the set of potential candidates. 4. The system informs the optimal sharing schedule to each involved participant. 5. If all participants accepts the optimal sharing schedule, the system removes their requests from the request queue Q. Otherwise, the request q will be inserted to Q. Q also removes the requests whose waiting time for companions exceeds their time window (i.e., τ q ).
B. SHARING PROBABILITY
There are four factors that affect whether a passenger wants to share a taxi with others, namely, (1) walking distance to the rendezvous point, (2) waiting time for a vacant taxi, (3) fare, and (4) extra travel time. Besides, different passengers weigh these four factors differently. For example, some people may concern more about the fare, but others may prefer short walking distance or waiting time. Therefore, we propose a probabilistic model to estimate the probability of passengers accepting a sharing schedule by considering these four factors with personalized weights.
In the following, given a sharing schedule φ with k passengers, we first estimate the probability of the i-th passenger involved in φ, i ≤ k, and then calculate the probability of all k passengers accepting φ.
1) i-TH SHARING PROBABILITY
To estimate the probability of i-th passenger accepting the sharing schedule φ based on the four factors, we first define a utility function to integrate the four factors with personalized weights. Let x walk be the walking distance to the rendezvous point, x wait be the waiting time for a vacant taxi at the rendezvous point, x fare be the ratio of the travel fare by taxisharing to the original travel fare without taxi-sharing, and x extraT be the ratio of the extra travel time caused by taxisharing to the original travel time without taxi-sharing. The utility function, denoted by U i φ , is defined as:
where f (x, δ) is an evaluation with respect to a single factor. Note that the value of x should not exceed its corresponding threshold δ. Also, a smaller x (namely, walking distance, waiting time, fare ratio and extra travel time ratio) can achieve a higher probability of the passenger accepting the sharing schedule. Therefore, the evaluation f (x, δ) is defined by measuring how far the value x is from its threshold δ, i.e.,
where x ≤ δ and the value of f (x, δ) ranges from 0 to 1. Since the sum of the four weights should not exceed 1, the value of the utility function U i φ also ranges from 0 to 1. We estimate the probability, denoted as P(i, φ), for the i-th passenger accepting the sharing schedule φ with the Logistic function [20] , i.e.,
where β is a tunable parameter. The property of this probability estimator (Eq. 3) is threefold: (1) P(i, φ) ranges from 0.5 to 1, because U i φ ranges from 0 to 1 for the sharing schedules that can provide sharing services within the threshold of each factor. (2) As the values of the four factors decrease, P(i, φ) increases. (3) In an extreme case where the sharing schedule provides a perfect service, i.e., no walking distance, no waiting time, extreme low fare and no extra travel time, the utility value U i φ will be close to 1 and the estimator will generate a probability that is close to 1.
2) SHARING PROBABILITY
The probability of all passengers accepting sharing schedule φ, referred to as sharing probability and denoted by P(φ), can be estimated by the product of all the probabilities of each passenger accepting this schedule, i.e.,
C. PRICING SCHEME
We set the taxi fare for each passenger involved in a sharing schedule to be proportional to distances when they travel alone without sharing a taxi. Specifically, given a sharing schedule from the rendezvous point R to the destination loca-
TotalDist be the total travel distance of this schedule and γ be the regular fare per kilometer, then the total fare of all passengers should pay is TotalDist ×γ . We assign the total fare to all passengers in proportion to their travel distances if they travel alone, i.e., the fare for sharing a taxi charged to the i-th passenger, denoted by F(i), is calculated as
where dist(R, D q i ) is the road network distance that the i-th passenger travel directly from R to D q i without sharing a taxi with others. For example, for three passengers A, B and C with a schedule of
, suppose the total travel distance for this schedule is 3 km and the regular fare is $10 per km; hence, TotalDist × γ = 30. Assume the travel distances when A, B and C travel alone are 1, 1.5, and 2.5 km, respectively. The fare costs for sharing a taxi charged to A, B, and C are 1/(1 + 1.5 + 2.5) × 30 = 6, 1.5/(1+1.5+2.5)×30 = 9, and 2.5/(1+1.5+2.5)×30 = 15, respectively. Namely, they can save 80% of travel fare by sharing a taxi compared with traveling alone.
D. PROBLEM DEFINITION
We formally define our problem as follows: given a sharing request q for finding k − 1 companions to share a taxi (k ≤ 4), we aim to search the companions and plan a sharing schedule φ for them, such that the sharing probability P(φ) is maximized.
IV. COMPANION CANDIDATE SEARCHING
In order to find companions with the optimal sharing schedule for a request, we first need to select a small set of candidates which are likely to satisfy the request. Intuitively, a companion candidate should satisfy the following constraints:
• Time constraint. The candidate is waiting for someone to share a taxi, i.e., his/her waiting time is within the maximum waiting time for finding companions.
• Origin constraint. The origin location of the candidate should be close to the request's origin location, in order to avoid long walking distance.
• Fare constraint. The taxi fares charged to both the candidate and the request in a sharing schedule should be lower than the fares when they travel alone. Since requests whose waiting time for companions exceeds their time windows are removed from the request queue, all pending requests satisfy the time constraint. Then candidates satisfying the origin constraint are selected from the waiting queue by checking whether the distance from their origin location to the request's origin location is within a distance threshold δ walk are the walking distance thresholds of the new request q r and the candidate q c , respectively. However, it is hard to determine whether these candidates satisfy the fare constraint without planning a sharing schedule for them. Here, we first explore which candidates can satisfy the fare constraint, and then present our candidate searching steps.
A. FARE CONSTRAINT CHECKING STRATEGY
We use an example to explain this strategy. Consider sharing schedule R → D q 1 → D q 2 , where R is the rendezvous point, D q 1 and D q 2 are the first and second destinations, respectively. Based on our pricing scheme (Eq. 5), the taxi fare charged to the i-th passenger in the sharing schedule F(i) can be calculated as
where i ∈ {1, 2}, and dist(R, 
Note that the rendezvous point R is within a short walking distance to each origin location
. As a result, this sharing schedule can satisfy the fare constraint if dist(
To check whether a candidate q c and a request q r can form a sharing schedule that satisfies dist( 
C ← q c 7:
end if 8: end if 9: end for
V. TAXI SHARING SCHEDULING
Given a new request q and the set of companion candidates, R-Sharing should be able to (1) plan the optimal sharing schedule for a subset of candidates to be sharing a taxi with q, and (2) search the best subset of candidates for q, such that their optimal sharing schedule achieves the highest sharing probability based on Eq. 4.
In this section, we first elaborate how to plan the optimal sharing schedule comprising of the optimal rendezvous point (Section V-A) and the shortest sharing route (Section V-B), given a subset of companion candidates for q. Both exact and heuristic sharing scheduling algorithms are then proposed to generate the optimal subset of companion candidates with the optimal sharing schedule (Sections V-C and V-D).
A. RENDEZVOUS POINT SETTING
Given a subset of companion candidates (i.e., passengers) to be sharing a taxi with request q, we explore the optimal location for their rendezvous point. Intuitively, a rendezvous point should achieve the shortest walking distances from all their origin locations. However, in reality, this point may not be the best one due to the following reasons:
• Different passengers may have different weights on walking distance. A good rendezvous point should be closer to the passengers with larger weights on walking distance, but further to the passengers with smaller weights on walking distance, in order to satisfy the personal preferences of all the passengers.
• Road network factors such as real-time location of vacant taxis and traffic conditions should be considered in choosing a rendezvous point, so that passengers can easily get a vacant taxi at their rendezvous point.
To consider passengers' personalized weights on walking distances, we introduce a measurement on passengers' satisfaction on a rendezvous point with regard to walking distance as follows. Given the weight and the threshold on walking distance, denoted by w i walk and δ i walk for passenger i, the passenger's satisfaction on a rendezvous point with walking distance x walk , denoted by U i walk can be calculated as
As the distance x i walk to the rendezvous point increases, the satisfaction U i walk decreases. To incorporate the road network factors in choosing a rendezvous point, we adopt the probability of getting a vacant taxi, denoted by P taxi (l j , t), with regard to the rendezvous point l j at time t for measuring how easily the passengers can get a taxi. In our simulation, we utilize the historical trajectory data set to estimate P taxi (l j , t) [21] , and present the details in Section VI-B. Note that more sophisticated estimation models that consider more factors such as real-time locations of taxis and traffic conditions can be implemented, however, this is not the focus of our work.
With these two measurements, the rendezvous point setting problem can be formulated as follows. For a set of k passengers, an optimal location is chosen as their rendezvous point, denoted by R, such that the average product of the walking distance satisfaction to location l j , (i.e., U i walk , 1 ≤ i ≤ k) and the probability of getting a vacant taxi at location l j at time t, (i.e., P taxi (l j , t)) is maximized, i.e.,
where L is the set of locations where passengers can be picked up by a taxi in a city. To find the optimal R from L, we first search the nearby pick-up points within the threshold δ i walk from the origin location for each passenger i, and then get the intersection of sets of the nearby pick-up points. For each potential pickup points in the intersection, we calculate the probability of getting a vacant taxi, as well as the walking distance satisfaction for each passenger i, and select the optimal point R with the maximum average product.
B. SHARING ROUTE PLANNING
Given the subset of companion candidates to be sharing a taxi with request q, here, we present how to plan their shortest sharing route that starts from the rendezvous point and visits each destination exactly once to deliver these passengers.
Note that searching the shortest route that visits each destination exactly once is a typical travel salesman problem (TSP), which is NP-hard [22] , [23] . We developed a dynamic programming algorithm to generate the shortest sharing route.
Let D be the set of destinations. We set the rendezvous point R as the origin for all possible routes. 
k is denoted as the best second-to-last stop; hence,
By iteratively searching the intermediate shortest route for each subset S ⊆ D with Eqs. 9 and 10, the shortest route can be generated after the set D is searched, i.e.,
Route(D) = Route(D, D * i ) and
Note that when searching the intermediate shortest route Route(S, D i ) by Eqs. 9 and 10, the shortest distance len(D k , D i ) from D k to D i need to be computed on the large-scale road network. In practice, such shortest path queries can be answered using some speedup path computation techniques such as contraction hierarchies [24] and path caching [25] .
C. EXACT SHARING SCHEDULING ALGORITHM
For different subsets of companion candidates to share a taxi with q, the rendezvous points as well as the sharing routes are different. In order to find the optimal candidate subset with the highest sharing probability, we propose an exact scheduling algorithm, which traverses every possible candidate subset (with the maximum set size of three, due to the taxi capacity limit) for q, searches their optimal rendezvous point, schedules their shortest sharing route, and calculates the sharing probability based on the rendezvous point and the sharing route. The optimal candidate subset is generated if their rendezvous point and sharing route can form a sharing schedule with highest sharing probability.
The exact sharing scheduling algorithm is depicted in Algorithm 2. Given a sharing request q and the set of companion candidates, the algorithm traverses every subset D of the candidates' destinations T . For each subset D, the algorithm first searches the optimal rendezvous point for q and the passengers whose destinations are in D (Line 3). It then plans the shortest sharing route by iteratively searching the intermediate shortest route Route(S, D i ) for each S ⊆ D with Eqs. 9 and 10 (Lines 4 to 12). The sharing probability is then calculated based on the optimal rendezvous point R and the shortest sharing route Route(D) (Line 13). Finally, the algorithm generates the optimal sharing schedule with the highest sharing probability.
In this solution, for a request with N candidates, there is a total of Search the optimal rendezvous point R for the set of passengers whose destinations are in D by Eq. 8 4: for s = 1 to 3 do
5:
for each subset S of size s, S ⊆ D do 6:
for D i ∈ S do 8: Obtain the shortest route length Len(S, D i ) and the route Route(S, D i ) by Eqs. 9-10 9:
end for 10: end for 11: end for 12: Obtain the shortest route Route(D) by Eq. 11 13: Calculate the sharing probability P(Route(D)) by Eq. 4 14: if P < P(Route(D)) then 15 : 
D. HEURISTIC SHARING SCHEDULING ALGORITHM
To speed up the exact scheduling algorithm proposed above, we propose a heuristic sharing-scheduling algorithm, in which, the optimal candidate subset is generated during the process of sharing route planning. Here, we first highlight the basic idea of heuristic scheduling algorithm, and then present the details in Algorithm 3.
1) BASIC IDEA
As depicted in Section V-B, for a set of passengers sharing a taxi, the shortest route from their rendezvous point R D to each of their destinations can be planned by iteratively searching the shortest route of every subset S ⊆ D with Eqs. 9 and 10 until D is traversed completely, where D is the set of their destinations. It is important to note that, during each iteration, the intermediate shortest route that starts from R D and visits each destination in subset S, denoted by Route * (S), can be easily obtained, namely,
This intermediate shortest route slightly differs from the actual shortest sharing route for the passengers whose destinations in S, due to the two different rendezvous points. The intermediate shortest route starts from the optimal rendezvous point R D obtained by considering all passengers whose des-VOLUME 6, 2018
Algorithm 3 Heuristic Sharing Scheduling Input: (1) A new request q with the destination D q , and (2) A set of candidates with their destinations T . Output: Optimal sharing schedule φ.
1: Select a dummy rendezvous point R at the location that achieves the minimum total distance from all the origins of q and the candidates. 2: Set sharing probability P = 0, and set Len({R}, R) = 0 3: for s = 1 to 3 do 4: for all subsets S of size s, S ⊆ T do 5: S ← R, Len(S, R) = ∞ 6: for D i ∈ S do end for 13: Get the shortest route Route * (S) by Eq. 12 14: Set the optimal rendezvous point R * for S by Eq. 8 15: Replace the dummy point R with R * in Route * (S) 16: Calculate sharing probability P(Route * (S)) by Eq. 4 17: if P < P(Route * (S)) then 18: φ = Route * (S), and P = P(Route * (S)) 19: end if 20: end for 21: end for tination in D, while the other is the rendezvous point R S for the subset of passengers. In practice, the rendezvous points of all subsets of passengers may not be the same, however, these points are usually close with each other and are basically within a short walking distance. This means that the intermediate shortest route Route * (S) does not differ a lot from its actual optimal sharing route that starts from its own optimal rendezvous point. In other words, a slightly different starting location hardly affects the delivery sequence for a set of passengers sharing a taxi. Therefore, we can utilize the intermediate shortest route to approximate the actual optimal sharing route for each subset of passengers. By doing this, the approximated shortest sharing route of each subset of passengers can be generated during the process of sharing route planning, from which, we can select the optimal subset of candidates sharing a taxi with q.
2) ALGORITHM
The heuristic sharing scheduling algorithm is depicted in Algorithm 3. Given a sharing request q and a set of companion candidates, a dummy rendezvous point is first set as the origin of all possible routes, such that the point achieves the minimum total distance from all the origins of candidates and q (Line 1). Next, the algorithm traverses every subset of candidates with the size of at most three, (the number of passengers sharing a taxi should not exceed four.) For each subset, we calculate the shortest route with different last visited destinations Route(S, D i ) by Eqs. 9 and 10 (Line 7), and then D q is added to the subset for continuously searching the shortest routes (Lines 9-12). The shortest route for a subset including D q is obtained by Eq. 12 (Line 13). The optimal rendezvous point is then searched by Eq. 8, and replaced with the dummy rendezvous point (Lines 14-15) . We calculate the sharing probability for this subset by Eq. 4. Finally, the schedule with the highest sharing probability is considered as an output (Lines 16-19) .
In this heuristic solution, for a request with N candidates, there is still a total of 
VI. EXPERIMENT SETTINGS
To evaluate the performance of R-Sharing, we conduct extensive experiments using a large-scale real taxi trajectory data set. After describing the experiment settings in this section, we present experimental results in Section VII.
A. DATA SETS 1) TAXI TRAJECTORIES
The taxi trajectory data set was collected from Nanjing, China from June 1st to 29th, 2010. There are 7,476 taxis with a total of 540,577,652 GPS records. The average frequency of a GPS record reported from a taxi is about 30 seconds. Each record consists of five useful fields for our study, including the taxi ID, timestamp, latitude, longitude, and working status of the taxi. Due to the different travel patterns in weekdays and weekends & holidays, we split the data set into two subsets, namely, trajectories in the 20 weekdays and trajectories in the 9 weekends and holidays, and conduct separated experiments on these two subsets.
2) ROAD NETWORK
We perform the experiments using the real road network of Nanjing, which contains 246,731 road nodes and 126,714 road segments.
B. SIMULATION PLATFORM
In order to evaluate the performance of R-Sharing, we build a realistic simulation platform by using the trajectory data set as it provides the real taxi supply and demand in a city [26] . Two realistic sharing request streams and two probability matrices of getting vacant taxis are generated over time of a day for weekdays and weekends & holidays separately. With the generated data, each run of the simulation starts from 0:00 am to 23:59 pm, involving a total number of 7,476 taxis.
5030 VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 2. Generated sharing request number in each hour.
1) SHARING REQUEST STREAMS
To generate realistic sharing requests, we first divide the time of the day into non-overlapping equal length time frames and denote the i-th time frame by T i . The arrival of requests at each road node is assumed to follow a Poisson distribution during each time frame [27] . To estimate the arrival rate of a new request at road node n during T i , denoted by λ
n , we assign all ride requests in the data set into the nearest road nodes. For each node, we calculate the average number of ride request per day in each time frame. Let C T i n be the average number of ride requests at node n during T i , λ n . Fig. 2 shows the number of taxi-sharing requests generated during each hour for the weekdays and weekends & holidays, respectively.
Each sharing request is also associated a set of sharing experience thresholds δ walk , δ wait , δ fare , δ extraT and weights w walk , w wait , w fare , w extraT defined by passengers. In the experiments, unless stated otherwise, the default values of the four thresholds are adopted, which are listed in Table 2 . Meanwhile, we assume each passenger would assign the same weight on each factor, which is set to 0.25. The default values of other parameters are also listed in Table 2 .
2) VACANT TAXI PROBABILITY MATRIX
The number of vacant taxis passing by a road node n during time frame T i is assumed to follow a Poisson distribution
where k is the number of vacant taxis, and λ is estimated by the average number of vacant taxis during T i in different days [21] , [27] . The probability of getting a vacant taxi at n, denoted by P taxi (n, t), is estimated by the probability of k ≥ 1, i.e., P taxi (n, t) = 1 − P(X = 0), (T i ≤ t < T i+1 ).
3) ESTIMATED WAITING TIME FOR VACANT TAXI
This waiting time is estimated based on the vacant taxi probability matrix. Specifically, we generate the arrival time of vacant taxi at a node n during a time frame T i based on a Poisson process. The arrival rate of vacant taxis is estimated by using historical taxi trajectories, i.e., the average number of vacant taxis passing by the node n during T i divided by the length of the time frame. The waiting time can be estimated by the arrival time of vacant taxi and the time of the passenger arriving at a rendezvous point.
C. IMPLEMENTED METHODS
In all experiments, we compare the performance of the following four methods.
1) R-Sharing. This is our proposed framework. Given a sharing request, it selects the potential companion VOLUME 6, 2018 candidates using the proposed Algorithm 1 and generates the sharing schedule using the proposed Algorithm 3. 2) R-Sharing-Exact. This is our exact solution for the rendezvous sharing problem, in which, given a sharing request, the potential companion candidates are searched by Algorithm 1, and the optimal sharing schedule is generated by the proposed Algorithm 2. 3) First candidate rendezvous sharing (FirstRS). This method is to minimize the searching and scheduling time. It terminates the searching for candidates once it finds a candidate that satisfies the three candidate constraints. The optimal rendezvous point and the shortest route for this candidate and the new request are scheduled as in R-Sharing. 4) Minimum walking distance rendezvous sharing (MinWalkRS). To study the effectiveness of rendezvous point setting, this method sets the rendezvous point for a set of passengers at the location that achieves the minimum total walking distance. The companion candidate searching and sharing route planning remain the same as in R-Sharing.
Note that it is not suitable to transform existing taxisharing techniques into our framework for comparison due to two main reasons. (1) R-Sharing is the first framework that aims to find nearby sharing companions from the perspective of passengers. (2) Existing taxi sharing frameworks dispatch taxis to pick up passengers, and they are designed to find the best match between taxis and passengers.
D. METRICS
The performance of the implemented methods is evaluated in terms of effectiveness, efficiency, and sharing experience of passengers.
The effectiveness is measured by two metrics:
• Sharing ratio is the ratio of the number of requests that successfully find companions sharing a taxi to the total number of requests in an hour.
• Reduced travel distance measures the total travel distance reduced by taxi-sharing in an hour, i.e., the reduced travel distance is equal to the total travel distance shared by passengers subtracted from their total individual travel distance. This measurement shows how environmental resources, like gas and electricity, can be conserved by the method. The efficiency of taxi-sharing methods are measured by two measurements:
• Average searching and scheduling time is the average time for searching companion candidates and scheduling a rendezvous point and a route for a request. It measures the efficiency of the searching and scheduling algorithms.
• Average waiting time for getting companions is the average time for a request to wait for getting companions, i.e., from the time when a request is submitted to the time when it gets the response of suggested companions. This metric measures how much time the taxi-sharing method is need to respond to a request. We measure the sharing experience of passengers based on the following four factors:
• Walking distance is the road network distance from the origin location of a request to a rendezvous point.
• Waiting time for a vacant taxi is the time for a group of passengers waiting for a vacant taxi at a rendezvous point.
• Fare ratio is the ratio of the taxi fare of a passenger sharing a taxi with others to the fare without taxi-sharing.
5032 VOLUME 6, 2018 • Extra travel time ratio is the ratio of the extra travel time caused by taxi-sharing to the total travel time without taxi-sharing.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section presents experimental results from perspectives of effectiveness, efficiency, and the sharing experience of passengers.
A. EFFECTIVENESS
We compare R-Sharing with the R-Sharing-Exact, FirstRS and MinWalkRS methods to study the effectiveness of candidate searching, rendezvous point setting and sharing scheduling in our R-Sharing framework, in terms of sharing ratio and reduced travel distance. In Figs. 3 to 6 , where R-Sharing is comparable to R-Sharing-Exact, and performs better than FirstRS and MinWalkRS, with respect to different hours in a day and different δ walk , δ wait , δ fare and δ extraT for both weekday and weekend & holiday data sets. The detailed observations are listed as follows.
• Both R-Sharing and R-Sharing-Exact always achieve the best sharing ratio and reduced travel distance. Although R-Sharing adopts the heuristic algorithm which plans a route with an approximate rendezvous point to reduce the computations, its schedules are very comparable to the optimal ones.
• FirstRS performs worse than R-Sharing and R-SharingExact. This is because FirstRS stops searching other companion candidates once it finds one, ignoring other possible candidates that can achieve higher sharing probability. In contrast, both R-Sharing and R-SharingExact search the optimal set of companions who can form the optimal sharing schedule. This strategy could find more passengers sharing a taxi while achieving the highest sharing probability. The significant sharing ratio and reduced distance gaps between FirstRS and R-Sharing demonstrate the necessity and importance of finding the optimal set of companions.
• MinWalkRS also performs worse than R-Sharing and R-Sharing-Exact. The main reason is that MinWalkRS always sets the rendezvous point that achieves the minimum total walking distance without considering realworld road network factors such as the probability of getting a vacant taxi. The waiting time for a taxi at its rendezvous point could be very long, resulting in lower sharing probability at this location. In other words, it is harder to find companions due to such long waiting time for a vacant taxi at this rendezvous point.
• As shown in Figs. 3 and 4 , all the methods achieve the highest sharing ratio and highest reduced travel distance during 10:00 am to 16:00 pm and 21:00 pm to 23:00 pm. This is because these two time intervals are the peak hours in a day, the more passengers sending sharing requests, the higher probability for them to find sharing companions. It is interesting to find that during early morning (2:00 am to 6:00 am), the sharing ratio and reduced travel distance in weekends and holidays are higher than that of weekdays. This can be explained by the higher travel demand (i.e., the number of requests) during early morning in weekends and holidays than that of weekdays.
• In Figs. 5 and 6, the sharing ratio and reduced travel distance increase as the thresholds δ walk , δ wait , δ fare and δ extraT increase. Based on Eq. 3, the sharing probability increases as each of the threshold increases, leading to more passengers sharing a taxi with others. We can observe R-Sharing and R-Sharing-Exact always achieve the highest sharing ratio and reduced travel distance for different thresholds.
B. EFFICIENCY
We evaluate the efficiency of the four taxi-sharing methods on a computer with 3.4 GHz CPU and 16 GB RAM. Fig. 7 shows the average searching and scheduling time per request for each method in each hour of a day. The average searching and scheduling time is around 5 to 8 ms during peak hours, and around 2 to 4 ms in early morning. Since the number of requests submitted during the peak hours is very large, there is a large candidate set for each request; thus, resulting in larger amount of computations for searching and scheduling. During early morning, as the number of requests decreases, the computation workload for searching and scheduling also decreases. FirstRS always achieves the lowest searching and scheduling time because this method stops searching candidates once it finds one and schedules rendezvous point and route for the only two passengers. It is important to note that R-Sharing incurs less computations than R-Sharing-Exact and MinWalkRS, especially during peak hours. Fig. 8 shows the average waiting time for getting companions sharing a taxi. The average waiting time is around 3 to 4 minutes for R-Sharing. The waiting time is lower during peak hours than that during early morning. This is because it is easier to find a companion during peak hours, but may need to wait longer for a companion in early morning. FirstRS also achieves the lowest waiting time, as its companions searching process returns the first closest candidate in term of request time, however, such high efficiency is achieved by sacrificing effectiveness. To sum up, R-Sharing strikes a balance between effectiveness and efficiency compared with the other methods.
C. SHARING EXPERIENCE VALIDATION
In order to evaluate the sharing experience of passengers, we analyze the walking distance to rendezvous points, waiting time for a vacant taxi, fare ratio and extra travel time ratio for the passengers who successfully find companions sharing a taxi. Fig. 9 shows the distributions of each experience metric for the four methods (''-Exact'' stands ''R-Sharing-Exact'') using boxplot [28] . The band inside each box is the median value of a measurement (such as median walking distance and median waiting time), and each box shows the interquar-tile range (IQR) of the gaps (i.e., the bottom and top of the box are the 25th and 75th percentiles). Over 75% passengers have the sharing experiences in which the walking distances to rendezvous point are within 0.3 km, the waiting time for a vacant taxi at the rendezvous point are within 5 minutes, the fare ratio is lower than 0.55 (i.e., the fare incurred by taxi-sharing is only 55% of the fare without taxisharing), and the extra travel time ratio is within 0.2 (i.e., the travel time by taxi-sharing is only 1.2 times of that without taxi-sharing.)
We can also observe that the sharing experiences of passengers who accept the sharing schedules generated by the four implemented methods have no significant difference. This is because we use the same metric to measure the probability of passengers accepting a sharing schedule in these methods, and passengers accept a sharing schedule only if the schedule can achieve the same level of service quality, i.e., short walking distance, waiting time, extra travel time and low fare. However, it is important to note that although MinWalkRS sets the rendezvous point at the location with the minimum total walking distance, as depicted in Figs. 9(a.1) and 9(b.1), the walking distances generated by MinWalkRS have no significant difference with that by R-Sharing. On the contrary, the waiting time incurred by MinWalkRS are significantly longer than that by R-Sharing (Figs. 9(a.2) and 9(b.2)), because MinWalkRS does not consider the probability of getting a vacant taxi. These results demonstrate that our rendezvous point setting strategy in R-Sharing strikes a balance between the walking distance and the waiting time.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a new taxi-sharing framework, called R-Sharing, to provide a personalized rendezvoussharing service. It enables passengers to set their preferences on four essential sharing experience, i.e., walking distance, waiting time, travel fare, and extra travel time. Given a taxisharing request, R-Sharing searches the optimal set of nearby companions, recommends a rendezvous point for them to meet, and plans their shortest sharing routes based on their personal preferences, such that the probability for them to accept a sharing schedule is maximized. A probabilistic model was proposed to estimate the sharing probability by considering potential passengers' personal preferences on sharing experience. We then proposed a companion candidate searching algorithm to search nearby potential companion candidates. To select the optimal subset of candidates sharing a taxi with the request, an exact taxi-sharing scheduling algorithm was developed to generate the optimal sharing schedule (comprising of the optimal set of companions, the optimal rendezvous point and the shortest sharing route) for a sharing request, such that the sharing probability is maximized. To improve the efficiency, a heuristic sharing scheduling algorithm was also proposed for generating the optimal sharing scheduling Extensive experiments are conducted using a one-month taxi trajectory data set collected in Nanjing, China. Experimental results confirmed that R-Sharing is effective and efficient, and provides excellent sharing experiences for its passengers.
